
Trigger Read
Triggered Reads

In a triggered read, the PicoScope will begin to take readings upon hitting a certain condition. This condition
can be a timeout, a certain type of reading, or a combination of the two.

Rising/Falling Count (Edge) Triggering

Simple triggering can be integrated into the block read example, so we will develop on top of the program from
before. The function used to set triggers is the ps2000_set_trigger function. It accepts 6 parameters:

• The handle of the device to use
• The channel to attach the trigger to
• The threshold in ADC counts at the channel’s configured range
• The direction to trigger on (0 for rising edge, 1 for falling edge)
• The delay, as a percentage, between the trigger event and the block being read. This is as a percentage
of the total number of data points to take, and can be negative to take data points from before the
trigger event.

• The auto-trigger time in milliseconds. This is the time until the trigger will fire, even if the condition isn’t
met. If set to 0, the PicoScope will wait indefinitely for the trigger condition.

Trigger Direction

The trigger direction can be specified as rising edge or falling edge. This specifies a stricter condition for
the trigger than just if the ADC count is sufficiently high. A rising edge is when the signal rises above the
specified ADC count, whereas a falling edge is when the signal falls below the ADC count.
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Registering Triggers

Triggers should be registered after a channel is configured, but before any recording begins. I will be registering
triggers between the timebase calculation and the channel setup.
...

res = ps2000.ps2000_set_channel(
device.handle,
picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_A'],
True,
picoEnum.PICO_COUPLING['PICO_DC'],
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV']

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

res = ps2000.ps2000_set_trigger(
device.handle,
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picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_A'],
8192,
0,
0,
0

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

timebase_a, interval = get_timebase(device, 20_000)
...

This will get the oscilloscope to begin capturing when the ADC count rises past 8192. This produces a nice
plot like so:

Repeated Captures

Since the trigger reliably captures this position on a repeating waveform, the capture can be repeated to get
more data of the same waveform. This can be done manually, using a loop. First though, the code to initialise
the plot needs to be moved up, so that the plot can be added to repeatedly over time.
...

res = ps2000.ps2000_set_trigger(
device.handle,
picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_A'],
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8192,
0,
0,
0

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

timebase_a, interval = get_timebase(device, 20_000)

collection_time = c_int32()

fig, ax = plt.subplots()
ax.set_xlabel('time/ms')
ax.set_ylabel('voltage/mV')

datasets = []
datatimes = []

...

Also created are 2 new variables, one called datasets and one called datatimes. The uses of these will
become apparent later. Next, the loop needs to be added. A for loop was used so that the number of times to
collect data can be easily specified.

for i in range(20):
res = ps2000.ps2000_run_block(

device.handle,
SAMPLES,
timebase_a,
OVERSAMPLING,
byref(collection_time)

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

while ps2000.ps2000_ready(device.handle) == 0:
sleep(0.1)

times = (c_int32 * SAMPLES)()

buffer_a = (c_int16 * SAMPLES)()

res = ps2000.ps2000_get_times_and_values(
device.handle,
byref(times),
byref(buffer_a),
None,
None,
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None,
None,
2,
SAMPLES,

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

channel_a_mv = adc2mV(
buffer_a,
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV'],
c_int16(32767)

)

ax.plot(
list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])),
channel_a_mv[:],
alpha=0.2

)

datasets.append(list(channel_a_mv[:]))
datatimes.append(list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])))

A lot of the code here is repeated from before, but just placed inside the for loop instead. The new code
comes at the end of the loop block, where the plot is done (with an alpha value of 0.2 as to not overcrowd).
The final step is to plot the mean of these values, outside the for loop.

ax.plot(np.mean(datatimes, axis=0), np.mean(datasets, axis=0), color='black')

This all assumes the trigger condition is only hit once per cycle; if this is not the case, the resulting plot may
be very bad. However, in this case, the result looks like so
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. . . and at a zoom, the individual readings can be seen
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Triggers with Samples Before Event

The function ps2000_set_trigger2 is identical to ps2000_set_trigger, with the exception that it
accepts a decimal value as the percentage.

This offers more flexibility than the ps2000_set_trigger function, and can be easily swapped out. Try
swapping the ps2000_set_trigger line for this:

res = ps2000.ps2000_set_trigger2(
device.handle,
picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_A'],
8192,
0,
-10.0,
0

)

Now, the result will look different. Here’s what mine looks like, with the approximate point of where the trigger
was hit annotated:
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The -10.0 signifies to return samples ratioed at 10% before the trigger, and the remaining 90% after the
trigger.

Advanced Trigger Conditions

The PicoScope 2000 Series also has a number of functions for advanced triggering conditions. These can
be configured with a number of different functions.

Pulse-Width Triggers

With a pulse-width trigger, the condition specifies that the signal must be rising or falling for a certain amount
of time.

Here is an example where an edge trigger will fail.
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The trigger point will jump between the two points marked, since each is a falling edge at the threshold.

However, the positive pulse widths of each of these are different. The second edge has a pulse width
significantly higher that of the first, at 3.2ms versus around 0.9ms. So by using the pulse-width trigger, the
trigger can be stabilised at either of the points.

First, advanced triggering needs to be configured on the PicoScope. Advanced triggering offers a much wider
set of options. The first thing that needs to be done, is the C struct from the C PicoSDK needs to be mimicked
in Python. This can be done with ctypes, using the Structure class. The C struct that needs to be copied
is the PS2000_TRIGGER_CHANNEL struct, which can be found in the libps2000.h header file:

typedef struct tPS2000TriggerConditions {
PS2000_TRIGGER_STATE channelA;
PS2000_TRIGGER_STATE channelB;
PS2000_TRIGGER_STATE channelC;
PS2000_TRIGGER_STATE channelD;
PS2000_TRIGGER_STATE external;
PS2000_TRIGGER_STATE pulseWidthQualifier;

} PS2000_TRIGGER_CONDITIONS;

Using ctypes, this looks like so:

from ctypes import Structure

class TriggerConditions(Structure):
_fields_ = [

('channelA', c_int32),
('channelB', c_int32),
('channelC', c_int32),
('channelD', c_int32),
('external', c_int32),
('pulseWidthQualifier', c_int32),

]

Now, the old ps2000_set_trigger function needs to be removed and replaced with the advanced trigger
function, as so:
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...
trigger_conditions = TriggerConditions(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

res = ps2000.ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelConditions(
device.handle,
byref(trigger_conditions),
1

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

...

The values passed into TriggerConditions populate the fields specified in the class in order. The values
are enumerated, where 0 is to ignore the channel, 1 is that the channel must be TRUE, and that 2 is that the
channel must be FALSE. So in this usage, channel A is set as TRUE and the pulse-width qualifier is also set
as a requirement.

Next, the channel trigger directions need to be configured. These can be configured with the function
ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelDirections. This function accepts an enum value for each parameter,
where each parameter configures the trigger direction on a channel. The enum values are as follows.

typedef enum enPS2000ThresholdDirection
{

PS2000_ABOVE,
PS2000_BELOW,
PS2000_ADV_RISING,
PS2000_ADV_FALLING,
PS2000_RISING_OR_FALLING,
PS2000_INSIDE = PS2000_ABOVE,
PS2000_OUTSIDE = PS2000_BELOW,
PS2000_ENTER = PS2000_ADV_RISING,
PS2000_EXIT = PS2000_ADV_FALLING,
PS2000_ENTER_OR_EXIT = PS2000_RISING_OR_FALLING,
PS2000_ADV_NONE = PS2000_ADV_RISING

} PS2000_THRESHOLD_DIRECTION;

To make the code clearer, this can be replicated in Python using a dictionary. C enums index from 0 (so
PS2000_ABOVE == 0), so with this a Python enum can be made using the same keys.

THRESHOLD_DIRECTION = {
'PS2000_ABOVE': 0,
'PS2000_BELOW': 1,
'PS2000_ADV_RISING': 2,
'PS2000_ADV_FALLING': 3,
'PS2000_ADV_RISING_OR_FALLING': 4,
'PS2000_INSIDE': 0,
'PS2000_OUTSIDE': 1,
'PS2000_ENTER': 2,
'PS2000_EXIT': 3,
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'PS2000_ENTER_OR_EXIT': 4,
'PS2000_ADV_NONE': 2,

}

Then, to use the values, THRESHOLD_DIRECTION[name] can be used. For example, forPS2000_ADV_RISING,
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_RISING'] can be used.

We will set channel A as a rising/falling trigger to more easily demonstrate the pulse-width qualifier. To set
channel A as a rising/falling trigger, and all other channels as no trigger, ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelDirections
should be called with the parameters pulled from the THRESHOLD_DIRECTION by name.

res = ps2000.ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelDirections(
device.handle,
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_RISING_OR_FALLING'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE']

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

Finally, the channel trigger properties need to be set up. For this, another C struct needs to be built, to replicate
the PS2000_TRIGGER_CHANNEL_PROPERTIES struct:

typedef struct tPS2000TriggerChannelProperties
{

int16_t thresholdMajor;
int16_t thresholdMinor;
uint16_t hysteresis;
int16_t channel;
PS2000_THRESHOLD_MODE thresholdMode;

} PS2000_TRIGGER_CHANNEL_PROPERTIES;

class TriggerChannelProperties(Structure):
_fields_ = [

("thresholdMajor", c_int16),
("thresholdMinor", c_int16),
("hysteresis", c_uint16),
("channel", c_int16),
("thresholdMode", c_int16),

]

thresholdMajor is the upper threshold, and thresholdMinor is the lower. The hysteresis is an ADC
count representing the sensitivity of the trigger. This works by splitting the trigger into 2 thresholds; the
first of which arms the trigger, and the second fires the trigger. The distance between these 2 thresholds
(in ADC counts) is the hysteresis. This 2-trigger system can help prevent the trigger from firing on noise.
The threshold mode takes an enumerated value of either LEVEL or WINDOW. In level mode, the signal must
just exceed a threshold to trigger, whereas in window mode, the threshold is a band of voltages as specified
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by thresholdMajor and thresholdMinor, and when the signal falls within this range, the trigger will
activate.

Now, this structure needs to be passed into the ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelProperties function
to configure the trigger channel A.

ADC_THRESHOLD = 8192

trigger_properties = TriggerChannelProperties(
ADC_THRESHOLD,
ADC_THRESHOLD,
2,
ps2000.PS2000_CHANNEL['PS2000_CHANNEL_A'],
picoEnum.PICO_THRESHOLD_MODE['PICO_LEVEL']

)

res = ps2000.ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelProperties(
device.handle,
byref(trigger_properties),
1,
0

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

This will configure a similar trigger condition as was configured with the simple edge trigger before. The
advantage of the advanced trigger setup however is that more complicated triggers can be constructed.
Also, because this trigger was configured to activate on both rise and fall, the issue from before of the trigger
activating at different phase positions presents itself again.

A simple solution for this would be to set the trigger to PS2000_ADV_RISING or PS2000_ADV_FALLING.
However, for the sake of demonstrating the pulse-width qualifier, we will filter out the rising value using a
pulse-width qualifier. To set up a pulse-width qualifier, the function ps2000SetPulseWidthQualifier
will be used. This function takes a number of parameters.

• The handle of the device to use
• A PS2000_PWQ_CONDITIONS struct
• A value of 1 if the aforementioned is not null
• The direction to look for a pulse
• The lower limit of the pulse width
• An upper limit to the pulse width, in case the type of qualifier is an interval
• The type of qualifier to use

The PS2000_PWQ_CONDITIONS struct is very similar to the PS2000_TRIGGER_CONDITIONS struct from
before. So, to adapt this into Python, we can duplicate that class and just remove the final line from it.

class PwqConditions(Structure):
_fields_ = [

('channelA', c_int32),
('channelB', c_int32),
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('channelC', c_int32),
('channelD', c_int32),
('external', c_int32),

]

For the direction, the options are identical to before.

For the type of qualifier, PicoSDK offers an enum to set this. The options available are PW_TYPE_LESS_THAN,
PW_TYPE_GREATER_THAN, PW_TYPE_IN_RANGE and PW_TYPE_OUT_OF_RANGE. The last two use both
the upper and lower limits to define a range.

For the lower limit, I used 1000, which is half of the samples that I am taking. Therefore, by using the
PW_TYPE_GREATER_THAN qualifier, only pulses that are greater than half the recorded interval will activate
the trigger.

Then, the call to this function is as so.

pwq_conditions = PwqConditions(1, 0, 0, 0, 0)

res = ps2000.ps2000SetPulseWidthQualifier(
device.handle,
byref(pwq_conditions),
1,
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_RISING_OR_FALLING'],
1000,
0,
picoEnum.PICO_PULSE_WIDTH_TYPE['PICO_PW_TYPE_GREATER_THAN']

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

The final change is that the trigger_conditions variable from earlier needs to be updated to allow for
pulse-width qualifiers. So

trigger_conditions = TriggerConditions(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

. . .becomes

trigger_conditions = TriggerConditions(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

Then, the plot will consistently appear like so.
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For this, I altered the vertical axes to be in terms of ADC rather than mV. By plotting a line across the
ADC_THRESHOLD used, we can see the intersections that would activate the trigger without PWQ being
enabled.
...

ax.plot(list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])), buffer_a[:])
ax.plot(

list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])),
[ADC_THRESHOLD for _ in times[:]],
color='red'

)
...
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Like with the simple trigger, it is also possible to capture data from behind the trigger event. PicoSDK exposes
the function ps2000SetAdvTriggerDelay, which can set a delay for the capture. It takes three parameters

• The device handler
• The delay in samples
• The delay in percentage points (as in set_trigger and set_trigger2)

I defined PRESAMPLE as 10.0, to take 10% of samples being before the trigger. This was defined as a
constant to help annotate the plot.

PRESAMPLE = 10.0

res = ps2000.ps2000SetAdvTriggerDelay(device.handle, 0, -PRESAMPLE)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

Then, when plotting, the function ax.axvline can be used to draw a vertical line at the point where the
trigger happened.
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ax.axvline(
np.percentile(list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])), PRESAMPLE),
color='red',
linestyle='dotted'

)

The final plot appears as so.

using the following code:

from ctypes import byref, c_int16, c_int32, sizeof, Structure, c_uint16
from time import sleep

import numpy as np
from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000
from picosdk.functions import assert_pico2000_ok, adc2mV
from picosdk.PicoDeviceEnums import picoEnum
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import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

SAMPLES = 2000
OVERSAMPLING = 1
PRESAMPLE = 10.0
ADC_THRESHOLD = 8192

THRESHOLD_DIRECTION = {
'PS2000_ABOVE': 0,
'PS2000_BELOW': 1,
'PS2000_ADV_RISING': 2,
'PS2000_ADV_FALLING': 3,
'PS2000_ADV_RISING_OR_FALLING': 4,
'PS2000_INSIDE': 0,
'PS2000_OUTSIDE': 1,
'PS2000_ENTER': 2,
'PS2000_EXIT': 3,
'PS2000_ENTER_OR_EXIT': 4,
'PS2000_ADV_NONE': 2,

}

class TriggerConditions(Structure):
_fields_ = [

('channelA', c_int32),
('channelB', c_int32),
('channelC', c_int32),
('channelD', c_int32),
('external', c_int32),
('pulseWidthQualifier', c_int32),

]

class PwqConditions(Structure):
_fields_ = [

('channelA', c_int32),
('channelB', c_int32),
('channelC', c_int32),
('channelD', c_int32),
('external', c_int32),

]

class TriggerChannelProperties(Structure):
_fields_ = [
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("thresholdMajor", c_int16),
("thresholdMinor", c_int16),
("hysteresis", c_uint16),
("channel", c_int16),
("thresholdMode", c_int16),

]

def get_timebase(device, wanted_time_interval):
current_timebase = 1

old_time_interval = None
time_interval = c_int32(0)
time_units = c_int16()
max_samples = c_int32()

while ps2000.ps2000_get_timebase(
device.handle,
current_timebase,
SAMPLES,
byref(time_interval),
byref(time_units),
1,
byref(max_samples)) == 0 \
or time_interval.value < wanted_time_interval:

current_timebase += 1
old_time_interval = time_interval.value

if current_timebase.bit_length() > sizeof(c_int16) * 8:
raise Exception('No appropriate timebase was identifiable')

return current_timebase - 1, old_time_interval

with ps2000.open_unit() as device:
print('Device info: {}'.format(device.info))

res = ps2000.ps2000_set_channel(
device.handle,
picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_A'],
True,
picoEnum.PICO_COUPLING['PICO_DC'],
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV']

)
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assert_pico2000_ok(res)

trigger_conditions = TriggerConditions(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

res = ps2000.ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelConditions(
device.handle,
byref(trigger_conditions),
1

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

res = ps2000.ps2000SetAdvTriggerDelay(device.handle, 0, -PRESAMPLE)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

res = ps2000.ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelDirections(
device.handle,
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_RISING_OR_FALLING'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE']

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

trigger_properties = TriggerChannelProperties(
ADC_THRESHOLD,
ADC_THRESHOLD,
328,
ps2000.PS2000_CHANNEL['PS2000_CHANNEL_A'],
picoEnum.PICO_THRESHOLD_MODE['PICO_LEVEL']

)

res = ps2000.ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelProperties(
device.handle,
byref(trigger_properties),
1,
0

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

pwq_conditions = PwqConditions(1, 0, 0, 0, 0)

res = ps2000.ps2000SetPulseWidthQualifier(
device.handle,
byref(pwq_conditions),
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1,
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_RISING_OR_FALLING'],
1000,
0,
picoEnum.PICO_PULSE_WIDTH_TYPE['PICO_PW_TYPE_GREATER_THAN']

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

timebase_a, interval = get_timebase(device, 20_000)

collection_time = c_int32()

fig, ax = plt.subplots()
ax.set_xlabel('time/ms')
ax.set_ylabel('ADC counts')

res = ps2000.ps2000_run_block(
device.handle,
SAMPLES,
timebase_a,
OVERSAMPLING,
byref(collection_time)

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

while ps2000.ps2000_ready(device.handle) == 0:
sleep(0.1)

times = (c_int32 * SAMPLES)()

buffer_a = (c_int16 * SAMPLES)()

res = ps2000.ps2000_get_times_and_values(
device.handle,
byref(times),
byref(buffer_a),
None,
None,
None,
None,
2,
SAMPLES,

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)
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channel_a_mv = adc2mV(
buffer_a,
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV'],
c_int16(32767)

)

ax.plot(list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])), buffer_a[:])
ax.plot(

list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])),
[ADC_THRESHOLD for _ in times[:]],
color='red'

)
ax.axvline(

np.percentile(list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])), PRESAMPLE),
color='red',
linestyle='dotted'

)

ps2000.ps2000_stop(device.handle)

plt.show()

Window Triggers

A window trigger is a trigger that catches a voltage within a certain range. These can be used to detect
overvoltages or undervoltages effectively. For example, in the signal I am detecting, there are large peaks
and troughs present. A window trigger could be used to detect both of these peaks and troughs.

For a window trigger, the trigger conditions will be put on a channel and not a pulse-width qualifier. The
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION will be set to one of the window modes. There are 3 available window modes:
PS2000_ENTER, PS2000_EXIT, or PS2000_ENTER_OR_EXIT. We’ll use the PS2000_EXIT direction, to
catch when the signal exits the band we define around zero.

res = ps2000.ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelDirections(
device.handle,
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_EXIT'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE']

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

The trigger channel properties also need to be updated, to be a window instead of a single level. The
ADC_THRESHOLD is utilised on the upper and lower bound, and the threshold mode parameter is changed
from PICO_LEVEL to PICO_WINDOW
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trigger_properties = TriggerChannelProperties(
ADC_THRESHOLD,
-ADC_THRESHOLD,
2,
ps2000.PS2000_CHANNEL['PS2000_CHANNEL_A'],
picoEnum.PICO_THRESHOLD_MODE['PICO_WINDOW']

)

The rest of the code is similar to above, but without the call to ps2000SetPulseWidthQualifier. I also
modified the horizontal plots to correctly mark where the boundaries are.

ax.plot(list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])), buffer_a[:])
ax.plot(

list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])),
[ADC_THRESHOLD for _ in times[:]],
color='red'

)
ax.plot(

list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])),
[-ADC_THRESHOLD for _ in times[:]],
color='red'

)
ax.axvline(

np.percentile(list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])), PRESAMPLE),
color='red',
linestyle='dotted'

)

Here is an example of the signal overvolting
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Here is an example of the signal undervolting
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Compound Triggers

A compound trigger takes advantage of multiple triggeringmechanisms to allow for triggering on very specific
circumstances. The PicoScope 7 software has a number of different compound triggers, but even more
advanced triggers can be constructed using the PicoSDK. We will discuss how to create a few different
compound triggers and their usages here, as are in the PicoScope 7 software.

Window Pulse-Width Triggers

A window pulse-width trigger combines the window trigger with the pulse-width trigger to make a trigger that
activates when the voltage is higher than a certain threshold for a certain period of time. This is as opposed
to the pulse-width trigger seen before, which looks for a voltage that is rising or falling for a certain period of
time.

To modify the regular pulse-width trigger example into a window PWQ, it requires a few small changes.
The first change was to replace ADC_THRESHOLD = 8192 with ADC_THRESHOLDS = (6553, 32000).
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Then, the thresholdMajor and thresholdMinor arguments of TriggerChannelProperties were
updated respectively:

trigger_properties = TriggerChannelProperties(
max(ADC_THRESHOLDS),
min(ADC_THRESHOLDS),
328,
ps2000.PS2000_CHANNEL['PS2000_CHANNEL_A'],
picoEnum.PICO_THRESHOLD_MODE['PICO_WINDOW']

)

The final argument also needed to be changed from PIC0_LEVEL to PICO_WINDOW to signify that a range
of values is being used. Then, in SetAdvTriggerDirections, PS2000_ADV_RISING_OR_FALLING is
updated to PS2000_ENTER. The same change is made in the SetPulseWidthQualifier call.

res = ps2000.ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelDirections(
device.handle,
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ENTER'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE'],
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ADV_NONE']

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

...

pwq_conditions = PwqConditions(1, 0, 0, 0, 0)

res = ps2000.ps2000SetPulseWidthQualifier(
device.handle,
byref(pwq_conditions),
1,
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ENTER'],
# also, I reduced the samples from 1000 down
# to 195, or ~2ms at this sample rate
195,
0,
picoEnum.PICO_PULSE_WIDTH_TYPE['PICO_PW_TYPE_GREATER_THAN']

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

Finally, the TriggerConditions was updated to only require the PWQ condition.

trigger_conditions = TriggerConditions(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

This captures the following plot:
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Dropout Triggers

A dropout trigger activates after a certain time without any edges occurring. This can be used to identify the
end of a signal, or, from the PicoTech Library, this can be used to trigger “on the end of a pulse train”.

To create a dropout trigger, a windowed pulse-width qualifier can be used about 0 to check for the voltage
sitting around 0 for a certain amount of time. Here, I configured the window as 1000 to -1000, and to wait
for a pulse of 200 samples.
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This signal is generated in Making Signals.

Interval Triggers

An interval trigger will detect an abnormally long high- or low-voltage. For example, in a regular clock, an
interval trigger can be used to detect missing clocks.

Constructing an interval trigger can be done with pulse-width qualifiers. A windowed pulse-width qualifier
can be made to identify a voltage that sits above or below a threshold for a certain amount of time. First, the
TriggerChannelProperties need to be set to a window above or below a threshold.

trigger_properties = TriggerChannelProperties(
32000,
2048,
328,
ps2000.PS2000_CHANNEL['PS2000_CHANNEL_A'],
picoEnum.PICO_THRESHOLD_MODE['PICO_WINDOW']
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)

res = ps2000.ps2000SetAdvTriggerChannelProperties(
device.handle,
byref(trigger_properties),
1,
0

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

Finally, the pulse-width qualifier needs to be set up to capture a period of time either inside or outside that
window. Here, I set the samples to 600.

pwq_conditions = PwqConditions(1, 0, 0, 0, 0)

res = ps2000.ps2000SetPulseWidthQualifier(
device.handle,
byref(pwq_conditions),
1,
THRESHOLD_DIRECTION['PS2000_ENTER_OR_EXIT'],
600,
0,
picoEnum.PICO_PULSE_WIDTH_TYPE['PICO_PW_TYPE_GREATER_THAN']

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

This can produce 2 possible captures.
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The signal used for these captures is created in Making Signals.

Runt Triggers

A runt trigger activates on a peak that is not as high as the surrounding peaks. From the PicoTech Library,
this type of ‘runt pulse’ can occur “can occur when a logic driver has insufficient slew rate to reach a valid
logic level in the time available.”

A runt trigger can be formed by using a windowed PWQ, where the top of the window is below the peak of the
regular cycles, and the bottom of the window is above the bottom of the regular cycles. This will mean any
runt pulses will be within this range, and cause a longer pulse-width reading, firing the trigger.

To do this, I set the ADC_THRESHOLDS to ADC_THRESHOLDS = (12000, 2048). This reliably captures
the small peak that my signal has prior to the large peak.
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For this particular signal, which is generated as part of Making Signals, the timebase was configured using
4000 as the wanted_time_interval.
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